iso-BLOX™
The ideal enrichment material

iso-BLOX™ supply an adjunct environmental enrichment to natural beddings. Rodents are highly motivated to shred iso-BLOX to achieve a cotton ball consistency that other natural beddings do not provide. Shredding provides the animals with natural enrichment material to produce a comfortable nest-like environment, ideal for rearing young. The short cotton fibers of the iso-BLOX will not endanger rodents which are put at risk with long-fibered products.

Product features and benefits
High tech product
The nature of the product virtually eliminates variables associated with similar products. iso-BLOX are produced from pure cotton fibers that are an FDA-approved raw material for use in human medical products and food production. iso-BLOX are hypoallergenic.

Controlled manufacturing
iso-BLOX are produced in a plant that is dedicated to the production of laboratory animal bedding products, in which maximum levels of quality control and vermin control are employed. The highly-controlled processes assure a consistent, defined product with a low biocontaminant load.

Safe
Shorter fibers and no long strands mean iso-BLOX won’t wind around limbs

Color and consistency
The bright white color aids in the observation of animal discharges. The soft cotton material is both comfortable and highly absorbent.

Availability
• T.6060 iso-BLOX
• T.6960 Irradiated iso-BLOX
Both irradiated and standard iso-BLOX are packaged 4800 squares per case. There are 32 squares per sheet, with 25 sheets in a heat-sealed stretch-wrap pack, 6 packs per case.

Find out more
Contact your Envigo representative or visit us at envigo.com.

iso-PADS™: The one-step solution
As an alternative, the larger iso-PADS are made of the same material and can be used conveniently to replace ALL current bedding, as opposed to just adding a small amount to existing bedding. Call us for information on this companion product.

Contact us
North America 800.483.5523  teklad@envigo.com